PRESS RELEASE
Dynamic Industries Receives Prestigious Safety Award

Houston, USA and Al-Khobar, Saudi Arabia – April 25, 2019 - Dynamic Industries recently received
the prestigious Award of Appreciation from Saudi Aramco. The safety award was presented at the
Offshore Projects Execution Forum 2019. The award was given “…in recognition for exceptional
contributions and achievements that promote stronger safety culture in offshore Projects”, and reflects our
current efforts in the Berri and Safaniya offshore fields.
Donnie Sinitiere, COO and Vice President of Dynamic Industries, Inc. stated, “Since being awarded the
LTA in 2015, Dynamic has sought to bring our culture of safety and operational excellence to the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. We are proud to receive this award from Saudi Aramco, which validates these
efforts. On behalf of the entire Dynamic team and our Saudi subcontractors, I thank Saudi Aramco for
their recognition of our efforts to insure Everyone Arrives Home Safely“.
In 2015, Dynamic was awarded a long term agreement (“LTA”) with Saudi Aramco. This LTA is a 6-year
framing agreement with options for an additional 6 years, and gives Dynamic and a select number of
other LTA recipients the exclusive right to bid on certain offshore projects for Saudi Aramco. Dynamic is
currently executing work under this LTA.
About Dynamic Industries Saudi Arabia
Dynamic Industries Saudi Arabia, (“Dynamic Saudi Arabia”), is majority owned by Dynamic Industries
LLC., (“Dynamic International”), a full service offshore EPCI contractor to the global offshore oil and gas
industries. In mid-2015, Saudi Aramco awarded Dynamic Saudi Arabia and Dynamic International Long
Term Agreement contracts, making the Dynamic team an integral partner in Saudi Aramco’s Offshore
Maintain Potential Program and Gas Program. These visionary programs have been designed to keep
Saudi Aramco in its preeminent position in the global oil markets as well as enhance the supply of energy
to the domestic Saudi market. (http://www.dynamicind.com/)
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